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MRRORV
Our Second Decade

Drive
encourages
voting

As Director of Voter Drive '88,
Chalmers is afraid that a lot of
people will shy away from voting
because they feel it is too complicated, and one must be a politics
major to understand the issues. On
the contrary, Chalmers affirms
that "You don't have to be extremely knowledgeable about
politics to vote. Youjusthavetobe
aware and observant of what's
going on around you."

The Image of Fairfield

Contemporary Authors highlight
Humanities Lectures Series this Spring
Greg Curley
Staff Writer

Claudine Kiffer
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, February 24,
two representatives
from
Fairfield's Town Hall will be in the
Campus Center. From 10 a.m. to
12 p.m., the Voter Drive '88 will
be holding voter registration.
Senior Carmine Anzalone,
President of the Council of Student
Activities, and Junior Christopher
Chalmers, Director of Voter Drive
'88, have been working for many
months toward their goal of maximum student voter registration.
The event is co-sponsored by the
Fairfield League of Women Voters.
Both Connecticut and nonConnecticut residents will be able
to register on Wednesday. "Our
age group is the most poorly represented by votes of all age groups,"
said Chalmers. "If students register now, they will be able to vote in
the Connecticut primaries."
Students who want to register
will be required to choose which
voting residence they intend to
claim; either their Fairfield University address or their home
address must be chosen. If the
home residence is preferred, then
the student will still be able to vote
in November's Presidential Election. This is done by writing to
achieve absentee status.
Address tor absentee ballots, as
well as addresses for home registration in vaious states will be
available on February 24. NonFairfield Connecticut residents
registering then will be cross-town
referenced to their own hometown. The only requirement for
registration is an identification to
prove Fairfield University status,
"As students, we have many issues facing us-the drinking age,
student aid, other local concerns.
We can't put off real world issues.
Since our age group is going to
have to live the longest with the
decisions made by our country's
elected officials, shouldn't we be
the most concerned with who is
making these decisions?" asked
Chalmers. He feels that University
students can also make a large
impact on town politics. "As students, town officials do not take us
seriously because we aren't seen
as having voting power. Our voting district was designed to include all the students on campus.
When we don't vote, we isolate
ourselves from legislature."
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The Fairfield University
Humanities Institute is sponsoring
a humanities lecture series entitled
Novelist's America, to take place
over four weeks in April. Four of
the most renowned contemporary
American writers, William Styron, E.L. Doctorow, Wilfred
Sheed, and Alfred Kazin, will lecture from April 7 to April 28. All
presentations will take place in the
Oak Room and will begin at 8PM.
Styron, described as on of the
greatest American writers today,
will be the first featured novelist.
He is best known for his 1979
masterpiece, Sophie's Choice.
Among his other greats are Lie
Down in Darkness and Pulitzer
Prize-winning Confessions of Nat
Turner.
Doctorow, a master at using
socio-historical material to create
his fiction, will be the second lecturer. He is best known for Ragtime, the 1975 winner of both the
National Book Critics Circle
Award and Arts and Letters
Award. His other works include
World " Fair Welcome to Hard

Times, Big as Life, and Loon Lake.
Sheed, a famed comic writer,
will be the third featured novelist.
He is known for People Will Always Be Kind, Transatlantic
Blues, and his latest work, The

ties, and Bright Book of Life.
Dr. Leo F. O'Connor, Professor of American Studies at Fairfield, is coordinating the series for
the Humanities Institute. He sees
the series as an attempt to "bring

Boys of Winter.
Kazin will be the final speaker
of the series. He is a distinguished
literary historian and critic in
America. Among his widely recognized works are On Nature
Grounds. Starting Out in the Thir-

on campus some of America's
most distinguished writers." He
commented, "by bringing the authors on campus we are celebrating one of the things we value - the
creative artist in the field of literature."

Carroll appoints VPs
v

Gail English
Staff Writer

The FUSA President-elect,
Frank Carroll, appointed his Vice
Presidents for the 1988-89 school
year on February 5. "Enthusiasm
seems to be the overriding feeling
among the new administration,"
stated Carroll.
Maria Orabona was selected as Vice President of Student
Activities, Rusty Magner will lead
Student Life, and Karen Beedenbender wil head Government Affairs.
After Carroll had conducted a search through present
cabinet members, he decided on
these three, based upon past performance and dedication. "I chose
them because they have a lot of
experience and they are actively
involved," stated Carroll.
Orabona is excited about
her position. A "fun, non-stressful
environment" is her outlook in
leading Student Activities. "Frank
is fun to work with because of his
dedication," she commented, adding that she has also enjoyed working with Magner and Beedenbender in the past. "Maria has excellent programming experience with
FUSA. She is personable and a
pleasure to work with," Carroll
said.
Magner is presently Director of Athletics and,Carroll affirmed, "He has excellent working
relations with the campus administration." Magner commented that
he is elated that Frank asked him to
be a V.P., "But, at the same time,
I'm nervous because it's a lot of
work." He is looking forward to
working with Carroll and the other

Vice Presidents, and wants to
carry on with Chris Ritchie's successful administration.
Beedenbender was excited
and surprised when she was chosen as V.P. of Government Affairs, because she thought that
many others were also qualified.
She presently heads the Council of
Student Organizations (C.O.S.
O.), which encompases all of the
clubs on campus. "Government
Affairs wil be a good change from
student life because C.O.S.O. is so
overwhelming, but I enjoy that
too," stated Beedenbender. Carroll feels that Karen is very wellorganized and dedicated citing her
management of Leadership Weekend as an example.
On Tuesday, February 16,
Carroll and Orabona left for Washington, D.C. to participate in a
National Association of Campus
Activities (N.A.C.A.) convention.
"There will be educational sessions and programs on how to
improve student associations,"
explained Orabona, who has
learned about programming and
publicity at past N.A.C.A. conventions.
One of the first orders of
business for the V.P.'s is aiding
Carroll in selecting FUSA's Cabinet. Then, along with the chosen
Cabinet members, they will select
the Sub-Cabinet, which, Carroll
said, will be developed to give
more people responsibility and
leadership.
Carroll felt that he made the
best decision possible. "They
have jumped right into their positions already," he stated, regarding
the new Vice Presidents. "And
have tremendous potential."

O'Connor called the series a
"great opportunity" for students
and the general public to learn
about American literature. He
believes "the audience should
familiarize themselves with one or
more of each of the author's
works," in order that they may
receive the most from the series.
He added that most of the novels
will be available in the campus
bookstore well before the lectures.
Novelist's America is a major
project of the Fairfield Humanities
Institute, established three years
ago when the University received
a $250,000 challenge grant from
the National Endownment for the
Humanities. The University then
raised $750,000 in matching
funds. Besides sponsoring public
events such as Novelist's America, the Humanities Institute helps
develop new courses and promotes faculty enrichment at the
University.
The lecture series will be open
to the general public. Tickets,
which are free, will be available at
the Campus Center as of March 16,
and will be distributed on a firstcome, first-served basis. A limited
number of tickets will be available
the night of each presentation.

Medical Dilemmas discussed
Lynn Ann Casey
Assistant News Editor
Students, faculty and guests
were introduced to "Ethical Dilemmas in Medicine" by Paul
Steinman, M.D. on February 10 in
the Nursing Auditorium at 8:00
p.m..
Dr. Steinman, a graduate of
Harvard Medical School, is presently a pediatrician at St.
Vincent's Medical Center in Bridgeport. His experience in the
field of medicine allowed him to
present the audience with actual
case dilemmas that he had encountered during his career.
One case dealt with resuscitating a terminal cancer patient in the
last days of her life. Another case
delved into the question of the
responsibility of doctors and
nurses to treat AIDS patients
against their will. A third considered whether it was a legal right to
force a mother to have a Caesarian
birth when a natural birth would
seriously endanger hers and the
babies lives.
"Most of these questions did
not exist more than 15 years ago,"
said Dr. Steinman. They are "present-day dilemmas" resulting from
medical advancement. He asks
"How do we get solutions?" He
mentioned that there are now journals dedicated solely to such ethical issues. They contain "discussions (of problems) and potential
ways to work them through."
There is a "general but not universal agreement."
Some such general agreements
enforced the view that "comfort
and dignity of the patient were
paramount", that the patient "can

refuse care" without resulting
death being called suicide, and that
"brain dead is dead".
But how can we work toward
more solutions? The doctor presented threeideas: "First, we must
learn what is going on-we must
learn, talk, and teach." Then, we
must "establish guidelines, principles, and policies in advance."
Dr. Steinman continued by saying
finally "We should make knowledgeable people available for consultation."
To deal with ethical issues, St.
Vincent's Medical Center has established a Human Rights Committee, "a step in the right direction."
Dr. Steinman said that
despite efforts such as this, "disagreement will continue among
experts." He concluded by stating
that he hopes he has helped (us) to
begin to face these dilemmas."
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Orientation Process continues
Janine Spinnato
Staff Writer
Orientation 1988 is well underway with the selection of Day
and Committee Chairs. Six Day
Chairs and twenty two Committee
Chairs were chosen fron a pool of
fifty four sophomores.
The Day Chairs are Jeanette
Rabbat and Dave Mullen for Sunday, Sean Looney and Andrea
Carella for Monday, and John
Falvey and Christine O'Connor
for Tuesday. The initial responsibility of these students is to oversee the total development of the
particular day of which they are in
charge.
The twenty two Committee
Chairs are responsible for various
events. They are also in charge of
overseeing the selection of the
committees to help in running
events.
These events include giving
information, preparing the sports
competition, library orientation,
the President's and Parents' Welcome, religious programming, and
Oak Room events. Other areas of
concern are academics, preparing
the menu, choosing guides and
drivers, unloading the cars, taking
I. D. photos, and an activites fair.
Each student had to submit an

application and go through an interviewing process. These interviews were key factors in determining the Day and Committee
Chairs. The students were evaluated based on general leadership
skills, personality, and ability to
speak in front of a group.
The Co-Chairs will meet with
Jeanne DiMuzio once a week, the
Day-Chairs will meet every other
week, Committee Chairs will
meet with their Day-Chairs. Once
a month, a general meeting is held
where evryone is required to be
present.
This year's Orientation will
pay careful attention to the evaluations made by previous orienta-

Arts Competition begins
Suzanne Smith
Staff Writer

tion leaders, in an attempt to overhaul the entire process.
The Co-Chairs, as well as the
Day-Chairs, have a summer commitment. This is called the "July
Work Weekend." At this time,
fine tuning such as preparing programs for the printer is done.
Jeanne Dimuzio was delighted
with the participation in the selection process. She commented that
it was "very difficult to narrow
down the 54 to 28 students."
However, she found it quite easy to
match personalities with particular jobs. "We have an extremely
diversified group this year and
teams that will work well together."

Entries for the 1988 Arts
and Sciences Competition are
presently being accepted. The
annual competition, which traditionally highlights outstanding
achievement in the fields of natural science, social science, humanities, and visual arts, will take
place this year on April 25.
Dr. David Danahar, the
Dean of Colleges of Arts and Sciences, said, "The purpose of this
competition is to acknowledge and
give recognition to some of the
outstanding work done by the students of our college." Every student at Fairfield University is eligible and faculty advice is welcome, along with team projects. In
the past, research papers, creative
essays, short stories, paintings,
sculptures, and videos have been
submitted.
The winners will be notified, and will receive their awards
at a special dinner, where depart-

Carreer Planning Corner
JUNIORS: There will be two Resume Workshops next week to
help you prepare for summer internships! Please arrange to attend one
of these meetings: Tuesday, Feb. 23 - FDR 3PM, Thursday, Feb. 25 FDR 3PM. Come to Loyola 110 - Career Planning Center, for further
information.

Orientation Co-Chairs Elisabeth Jenkins and Robers Tockarshewsky
Photo: Whitehouse

Alumni sponsor Major Monday
Kelly Fitzgerald
Staff Writer
"Major Monday" is for
you! The annual event takes place
this year on February 22, from 79pm in classroom locations across
campus. Over 40 alumni have
responded, and will be available to
all students for informal discussions.
What really happens to a
marketing major? How do you get
to become Director of Public Relations? How scary is Law School?
Alumni can advise students of the
trials and triumphs of the job market through first hand accounts of
their life after Fairfield.
v
Aside from answering future career questions, alumni can
help advise students with present
decisions. Many students open up

mental awards will also be given.
One winner from each category
will be chosen. Some of last year's
winners were: Robin DeValt,
Michael A. Baer, Gilbert R.
Lawson, Robert A. Keough, and
Colin Hickey.
The committee of judges
looks for originality, creativity,
academic quality, and overall excellence. This year's committee is
made up of the following judges:
Prof. Theodore Cheney, Dr. W.
Nick Hill, Prof. Lawrence Kazura,
Dr. Richard Regan, Prof. Jane
Sutherland, Dr. Robert Webster,
Dr. Frederick Lisman, Dr. Milo
Barone, Rev. Maurice K. Wong,
S.J., Dr. James Buss, Dr. Kevin
Cassidy, Dr. Leo Fay, and Rev.
Walter Smith, S.J.
The deadline for enetering
this year's competition is March
28. All students have received
applications in their mailboxes,
but extras may be obtained at Dean
Danahar's office on the first floor
of Canisius. Entries must be submited in triplicate.

their course booklets during registration and stare in uncertainty at
the class listings. Even those who
have chosen a major question
courses which will be most needed
in their desired concentration.
Alumni at "Major Monday" can
recall class lessons they have depended on in their career uves.
After advising students on
the road to choosing a major and
acquiring skils to perform in a
specific field, alumni can offer
students a view into the personal
implications of jobs. Questions
such as salary, affects on family,
and lifestyle can be fielded by
many alumni. Remember, they
have come to talk to you.
The following is a list of
classroom assignments corresponding to each major:
Bannow — Biology/

coso/

MIRROR
February 18—February 24

Campus
Calendar
Sunday, 21
Hopefully sunny and
hot—we all wanna go
to the beach!

Chemistry (341); Economics
(124); Math (137); Psychology
(333); Physics/Engineering
(318).
FDR — English; Politics.
FOB — Philosophy/Religious Studies (330); History
(347); Sociology (348); Modern
Languages.
Oak — Marketing; Management; 1 uiance; Accounting;
American Studies.
(Note: The FDR and Oak Room
will be divided into seperate sections for each major.)
Communication and Information System majors can join
with another major related to their
interests.
For further information,
please contact Mary Humby at the
Career Planning Center e\t.
(2261).

Boos

Cheers
Cheers...to the past long
weekend....we all needed it...and all
the parties that went on for those brave
few who stayed up...The Fish
Bowl(s)....The Sh...t House...both
morning and night... The Tin House...
etc., etc...Thanks, George...to the upcoming weekend as well..LA here we
come...To the revival of the Floating
Naut....some good things never
change...To Spring Break fever...and
Seniors who blow off all their
classes...it's starting ...To the new
Yearbook and Video Yearbook which
has just gone on sale...its going to be
great...

Boos...to a lack of good, clean,
college radicalism...Why can't F.U.
students be dragged of, kicking and
screaming for something they believe
in., .let's get with it. ..To getting thrown
out of townhouse parties...it's one
thing when you're a Freshman, but if
you're invited...that's rude.,..To the
Linotype machine...are we going to be
cutting and pasting forever?....To
being poor...how are we supposed to
live the kind of lifestyle we should
without
cabbage..
.SEND
DOUGH!!!....

Thursday, 18

Friday, 19

Saturday, 20

International Students C18 7-8PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Special Dinner: Loyola/Campion I
FDR 5:30PM
Men's Basketball vs. UConn New
Haven Col. 8PM

Evening of Music Oak Room 8PM
(Lydian String and Brodsky
Quartet)

FUSA Arts & Lectures: We Can
Make You Laugh Oak Room $4
presale/$5 at the door
UMOJA Gospel Festival Gonzaga
Aud. 7PM

t

Monday, 22

Tuesday, 23

Wednesday, 24

"Major Monday" Oak Room 12Noon9PM
Relationships Seminar J25 7-9PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Special Dinner: Gonzaga 3 FDR
5:30PM
Circle KB1316:30-7PM
Trivial Pursuit Night Stag-Her 8PM

FUSA Dinner Oak Room 5-10PM
Student Legis. FDR 7:30-9PM
Marine Corps. Lobby Lunch
Special Dinner: Gonzaga 2 FDR
5:30PM
Trivial Pursuit Night Stag-Her
8PM

Peer Counselors J25 6-7:30PM
FUSA Cabinet FMR 3:30-4:30PM
Nursing Program McEleney
11AM-1PM
Men vs. Holy Cross (basketball)
Alumni Hall 8PM
Special Dinner: Gonzaga I and
Ground FDR 5:30PM

Features
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300th Anniversary of A Jesuit Scientist in China
Ferdinand Verbiest (1623 - 1688)
Three centuries ago the
Jesuit mision to China realized a
special charism of the Society of
Jesus. Its influence was spectacular, including projects like determining the Russo-Chinese border,
and its success was even more
dramatic than that of the Paraguay
Reductions. Sent to Christianize
many millions of people, a handful of men were trained in the language and culture of China and
skilled in what the Chinese admired most, mathematics and science. Their story is told in tapistries and paintings found in the art
world and references to them are
read in world histories. It is ironic
that the Chinese were taught the
heliocentric theory by the Jesuits
long before it was allowed in Europe. (Perhaps due to a substantial
lag in communications, Galileo's
plight had not caught up to the
Jesuits in China.)
The China mission has
been spoken of with awe and
admiration by historians such as
Joseph Needham and John Baddeley. Europe was thrilled with the
work of the mission. Leibniz, an
ecuminist far ahead of his time,
suggested to his Jesuit friends on
the China mission how to clarify
the mystery of the trinity by using
the newly discovered imaginary
numbers as an analogue of the
Holy Spirit. It is not clear whether
the Jesuits took Leibniz's advice.
Although the mission had
frightful dangers, savage martydoms and terrible disappointments there were times when the
Jesuits enjoyed great prestige,
independence and authority. One
such time, during the reign of
Emperor K'ang Hsi, was the tenure of the Flemish Jesuit Ferdinand Verbiest as President of die
Board of Mathematics. Verbiest

died 300 years ago on the 27th of
January in 1688, was buried with
imperial honors.
Their experience was not
always triumphant and the Jesuits
sometimes endured great sufferings. Shortly after Verbiest arrived in Peking the Jesuits were
accused of teaching a false religion
and so were chained and cast into a
filthy prison where they were
bound to wooden pegs in such a
way that they could neither stand
nor sit. There they remained for
almost two months until their sentence of strangulation was imposed. A high court found the
sentence too tight and ordered
them to be cut up into bits while
still alive. Because an earthquake
destroyed the part of the palace
chosen for the execution, the sentence was not carried out and the
Jesuits were released.
Soon after in a dramatic
turn of events the Jesuits moved
from disgrace to honor. The
Emperor ordered a public debate
concerning the relative merits of
Chinese and European astronomy.
It was to have three parts: to determine the shadow of a fixed gnomon, to predict the position of the
planets at a fixed time and to predict the exact time of a lunar
eclipse which had been expected
about that time. It was decided that
the two astronomers, the Chinese
Moslem Yang, and the Christian
Verbiest should each use their
mathematical skills and then the
Heavens would be the judge.
The contest was held at the
Bureau of Astronomy where were
gathered the privy council, the
ministers of state, the officials of
the observatory, and a host of other
mandarins. Yang was not up to the
tasks, while Verbiest, with his
precise data, triumphed in all three

and was immediately installed as
President of the Board of Mathematics.
Verbiest then audaciously
suggested that the mistakes in the
Chinese calendar be corrected.
His predecessors had inserted an
extra month to cover previous errors and Verbiest insisted that it be
eliminated. Alarmed that such a
public document as the nation's
calendar used by millions,which
had been approved and promulgated by the Emperor, should be
altered, the officials begged Verbiest to withdraw the suggestion.
He replied, "It is not within my
power to make the heavens agree
with your calendar. The extra
month must be taken out." It was,
and Verbiest had won an astonishing victory.
After this Verbiest had a
real friend in the Emperor K'ang
Hsi who was eager to share his
knowledge. Verbiest taught him
geometry, and in doing so translated the first six books of Euclid
into Manchu. He instructed him
also in philosophy and music. In
doing this he took advantage of
every opportunity to introduce
Christianity. The Emperor elevated him to the highest grade of
the mandarinate and gave him permission to preach Christianity
anywhere in the empire.
After his initial successes
Verbiest was entrusted with very
many projects of the empire
among which was the casting of
132 cannons for the imperial army,
instruments far superior to any
previous Chinese weapons. For
this he was commended by Pope
Innocent XI for "using profane
science for the safety of the
people". It is unlikely such a
commendation would have been
made today. Among his many inventions is found a steam engine to
propel ships, thus anticipating

259-1649
The staff of Images would like
to welcome the students of F.U.
with a $10.00 discount on a
regularly $45 Perm or a $50
Highlighting. Good thru March
I *
4 with this ad.

es

HAIR/ DESIGN

26 SHERMAN COURT
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
behind The Fairfield Store

Watts and Fulton. It seemed that
little went on in the empire during
the next few decades without Verbiest. He was frequently invited to
the palace and it was not unusual
for the Emperor to take Verbiest
along on his expeditions throughout the empire. Having restructured of the calendar, one of the
empire's most crucial documents,
he composed a table of all solar
and lunar eclipses for the next
2000 years. Delighted with this
the Emperor gave him complete
charge of the imperial astronomy
observatory which had been built
in 1279.
Since the ancient equipment was by now obsolete, Verbiest designed new instruments
and completely rebuilt the observatory in 1673. Sensitive to history of the empire,however, he
preserved the old equipment. He
then constructed the great bronze
astronomical instruments which
have become a Peking tourist attraction even today. A century
later when the Jesuits were forced
out of China, the observatory fell
into disrepair. During the Boxer
rebellion instruments were stolen
and brought to Prussia and the Jesuit scientific library was given to
the Czar. In 1981, however, the
Chinese government restored the
observatory.
The Jesuits long had an interest in find an overland route
from Europe through Christian
Russia. The Tsar's ambassador to
China at the time was able to speak
Latin and so could converse with
the Jesuits. This involved Verbiest
in negotiations over the border between the two countries and later it
was partly under his direction, that
the Russo-Chinese borders were
determined and his surveyers were
sent out to mark them.
Besides his numerous maps
of China, and also of the then

known world, Verbiest wrote no
less than 30 books. Among these
may be found a 32 volume handbook on astronomy, a manchu
grammar, a Chinese missal and a
work entitled Kiao-li-siang-kiai
which is a statement of the fundamental teachings of Christianity
and which became the basis for
later Chinese Chrisitian literature.
His scientific achievements
occasioned several princes and
many mandarins and scholars to
become Catholics, so that by the
time Verbiest died there were
about 800,000 Catholics living in
1,200 communities. Verbiest is
listed as one of 108 Chinese heroes
of the popular novel Shui Hu
Chuan, and his portrait is shown
with Chinese features in a famous
Japanese print. After he died he
was buried next to the other two
giants of the Jesuit mission: Matteo Ricci and Adam Schall. Their
tomb is difficult to visit since it is
on the campus of a College of
Political Science, but it is immaculately preserved.
Verbiest died a century after the Jesuit mission had begun,
and a century before the tragic
decision of Pope Clement XI regarding the Chinese rites, which
pratically ended this vibrant,
promising mission. The work in
China had to be started over again
in a later century and with much
less success. It is not difficult to
imagine the consequences for the
Church and its missionary endeavors if such a decision were
made in the fifth century when St
Patrick was trying to cope with the
rites of the Gaels.
■

Joseph F MacDonnell,
SJ Professor of
Mathematics

».* BU9 mlt
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.00 OFF ANY DELIVERED URGE PIZZA
AND LITERS OF SODA FOR 750
Coupon good until 2/25/88

PRECISION-CUTTING • PERMING • COLORING
EXPERT - NAIL AND MAKE-UP APPLICATION

ITHACA COLLEGE

NURSE ANESTHETISTS
PEDIATRIC NURSE
PRACTITIONERS

LONDON CENTER

CLINICAL NURSES

Study Abroad

■ SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
■ ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
■ BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES — British and European studies
are offered in literature, history, art history,
drama, music, sociology, education,
psychology, communications, and politics.
Special program ottered In theatre. Internship* available to qualified students In
international business, social sendee*,
communlcaflont, political science,
economic* and theatre.

For further Information
write or caN:
International Programs
Ithaca College
Ithaca. New York 14850

607-274-3306

Please send Information about the Ithaca College London Center to:

NAME
PHONE

ADDRESS
SCHOOL

YEAR

MAJOR

Return to: Office of International Programs, Muller 218, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY 14850

Are you a special kind of nurse looking
for a special place? If so, we think fhe Air
Force is whaf you're looking for. Why?
Because Air Force has an ongoing need
for very special nurses Whatever your
specialty we have a place for you. You'll
have the responsibility you want, the
challenge you need and benefits you'll >,
love. And you'll be working with other
dedicated health care professionals If
you're a special nurse looking for your
special place, contact an Air Force
recruiter today for complete details Call
SSGT BRUCE VIEIRA
203-237-6623 COLLECT

Features
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YET ANOTHER GENERIC QUIZ...
day weekend

Joe DeVito
Features Editor

5. Excessive beer drinking is an
acceptable activity for people
who:

1. What Is the first thing that Redskins' quarterback Doug Williams said after winning the Super
Bowl?

a. need to relax
b. truly enjoy the taste
c. truly enjoy the massive
elimination of bodily wastes
6. The answer to question numbers also provides an excellent opportunity to:

a. "I want to go to Disneyland."
b. "I wanttogosay 'Sothere' to
Jimmy the Greek."
c. "I want my ring and my
money."

a. improve hand-eye coordination

2. If Gary Hart were elected
president, his nickname would
most likely be:

b. improve hand-somethingelse coordination
c. improve your penmanship in
the snow
7. Despite the unpleasantness of
late night fire drills, they are still
the best way to:

a. The Great Emancipator
b. The Great Peacemaker
c. The Illegitimate Father of
Our Country
3. 7800° Fahrenheit is:

a. get to know your RA's

a. the temperature at which
rock melts

b. get yourself psyched for a
three AM jog

b. the name of a Bon Jovi album
c. the average temperature of a
drinking glass at Seller's

c. see if any of your friends had
a "scoop" hiden in his or her
room

4. Less Than Zero is:
a. the name of a new movie
about drug abuse

8. Which of the following
quotes is most often associated
with democratic contender Jesse
Jackson?
a. "A car in every garage and a
chicken in every pot."

b. very, very cold
c. the average amount of work
accomplished over a three-
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b. "Hymietown."
c. "I want to go to Disneyland."
9. Which of the following is a
potential good to arise from the
Chernobyl disaster?
a. Increased awareness of the
dangers of nuclear power.
b. It killed a whole mess of
commies.
c. It gave the world a much
needed supply of "Chicken
Kiev" jokes.
10. Upon learning that popular
poster models Carol Alt and Janet
Jones have both married players
from the NHL, the average redblooded male will become:
a. a hockey fan
b. jealous
c. interested in learning how to
skate
11. What should MayorKochdo
in order to solve the $7 movie
ticket crisis?
a. Organize a boycott in order
to put pressure on the movie
distribution companies.
b. Demonstrate outside of the
more expensive theaters and
incourage patronizing theaters with cheaper prices.
c. Shut up and buy a VCR.
12. The most effective way to

We've got the style for

make your meal request at Seller's
understood is by using:

a. the moon coming between
the sun and the earth
b. the earth coming between
the moon and the sun

a. a translator
b. sign language

c. Oprah Winfrey bending over
to tie her shoes

c. the Vulcan mind-meld
13. A partial eclipse of the sun
can be caused by:

Alumni sponsors Service Awards
Kelly Fitzgerald
Staff Writer
You may believe the biggest thrill of your life was the Red
Sea, or the amazing A- on your
accounting exam, but none of
these can compare to the thrill of
being honored, in your final year at
Fairfield, by the faculty, administration and most of all your fellow
classmates. Now think carefully
about the special senior who deserves this thrill.
The senior you are thinking
of has dedicated four years of
distinguished service to you, Fairfield University, and the community. The senior you are thinking of
deserves a nomination for the
Loyola Medal or the Student
Achievement Award.
The Loyola Medal is the
highest honor bestowed on a
graduating senior. Honora
Wilcutts received this award in

1987 for her exhibition of the
"inherent qualities of leadership
and...the desire to make a success
of Fairfield; to make 'Fairfield a
truly great University, revered by
us of Fairfield, respected and
admired by all not of Fairfield."
The Student Achievement
Award was created to recognize a
graduating senior who has diplayed exceptional leadership
qualities throughout his or her
career at the University. Tom
Hulseman's contributions to
Campus Ministry, and Tim
Martin's service to Circle K
earned them the 1987 Student
Achievement Award.
The Fairfield University
Alumni Association, sponsors of
these awards since 1952, will distribute nomination forms to all
seniors, faculty, and administration, throughout this week. Nominations must be turned in by February 26.

"Ihe Class of 1988
cekbratts
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'88 Otyfits
Friday, February 26
7TM-1XM
Tickets: $35-per-person-

COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE

10% Discount
WITH FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)

RS

FT. LAUDERDALE'5 PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

CELEBRATE

%
%PMN«
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m
in Ft. Lauderdale
10 A.M. - 6 P.M. - POOLSIDE PARTIES
Live DJ. Emceelng Poolside Contest • Water Volleyball Tournament
Free Deer Chug Relays • Free T-Shirt Relays • The Belly Flop Contest
and climax the day with . . .
The Wettest, Wet T-Shirt Contest featured in Playboy Magazine
Cash Prizes • Free T-Shirts • and other giveaways
Summers Games And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On Solell —

7 P.M. - O P.M. - COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
FAIRFIELD UNIVFRSITY TTTSV. * MONDAY, MARCH 7th
FREE SPRING BREAK 88 T-5HIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.
ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT DEER — $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on che beach presents . . . "FURY'V
Ft. Lauderdole's finest Rock n Roll band nightly
PLUS 6 Dors to Serve You

ONE FREE OAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK — GOOD FROM 7 P.M

The College Consortium for International Studies.
CCIS. is composed of 170 American Universities and
Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year long
study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs
Financial Aid Available
England
• Switzerland
IRELAND
Israel
Mexico
Ireland
Canada
Fall Semester
Germany
France
In Dublin
Spain
China
Italy
Sweden
St. Patrick's College
Denmark
Portugal
Maynooth
Scotland
Colombia
Ecuador
1 987 - 88 Over 1 500 U.S. Students Registered for CCIS Programs
English is the instructional language in all programs.
Six hours of the language of the host country is required.
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VARCF

Tickets onsak February 16-19,11:30 &M-1:30 <PM
in the JUS A Office
on afirst-come first-served basis.

EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.

on the beach

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY PARTY * MONDAY,

Trice includes sit-down dinner, open bar,
entertainment and transportation.

7

6 P.M. NIGHTLY

(LIMIT ONE Pf IV CUSTOMER)
Summer* on the Beach '21° 5 Atlantic Olvd 'Ft Lauderdale Florida *C305) 4o2-fl07fl
(Located Vi block north of Las Olas Olvd on A1A)
ADMISSION POLICY, 18 Years Or Older
. . CLIP AND SAVE
CLIP AND SAVE.

:<4f]

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

College Consortium For International Studies
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COSO honours Student Leaders
Christine Tiernan
Staff Writer
Last semester, the Council
of Student Organizations
(C.O.S.O.) chose Mike McPadden
as student leader of the month for
November. Then, since December
and January were such short
months, they were combined and
Tracy Patterson was selected as
our student leader for that time.
Both McPadden and Patterson are
dedicated people.
t
Mike McPadden, a junior
accounting major, is involved in
several clubs on campus. He is the
Letterwriting Head for Amnesty
International, the Account executive for Advertising Sales on the
Mirror, and has been working
especially hard this semester establishing the Roteract Club here
on campus. McPadden is the
club's Service Committee Head.
McPadden feels that a good
leader has the "ability to delegate"
and should try to satisfy
"everyone's interests in the club".
He thinks that the social element of
the club is important, as well as

communication among members.
McPadden also says that it's necessary for students to "take initiative and get involved so that they
can get over the fear that they can't
do it".
Similarly, Tracy Patterson
is also a busy person. Patterson, a
senior communications major,
started the Communications Club
and has been working hard all year
producing the video yearbook
with John Courtmanche.
Patterson has also been
President of the Regis Dorm

Council, and she has worked on
Orientation and Senior Week. She
feels that a good club must be
made up of "dependable people".
When asked what she thought was
one of her strong points, she said,
"If I get something set in my mind,
there is no way to stop me."
And who would want to
stop such wonderful people as
McPadden and Patterson?
They've got a lot of talent, but
more importantly they have made
the initiative to share that talent
with others.
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Playhouse presents
1959 Pink Thunderbird
(PR) — The Fairfield University Playhouse will present a
preview performance of James
McLure's 1959 Pink Thunderbird
on Sunday evening February 21 at
8:00pm. Admission is free and the
performance is open to the first
100 people to arrive at the Playhouse.
Regular performances, directed by Tom Zingarelli, begins
Monday, February 22 and runs
through Saturday February 27.
Curtain time is at 8pm for all performnces. Tickets are $8 for general admission, and $4 for students, senior citizens, and faculty/

staff. These can be purcahsed in
the Campus Center Monday-Friday, 1 lam - 1pm, or at the Playhouse Box Office Monday-Saturday 3pm - 7pm. For more ticket
information, call the Box Office at
254-4010.
Also, during the week of the
performance, the photography of
Sandy Steinman's students wil
hang in the Playhouse lobby.
Don't miss the opportunity
to enter 1970's Texas and reminisce about times gone by spent in
Roy Caulder's 1959 Pink Thunderbird convertible.

Happy Birthday
Sean Riley
Tracy Padderson

(Archive)

66 Mom says the
house just isn't the
same without me,
even though itfc
a lot cleaner.99

M@ti»CIV
The FUN
Party Supply
Shop

>»

• SINGING
TELEGRAMS

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone®

•BALLOON
ARRANGEMENTS
• COSTUMED
CHARACTERS

SPECIAL
DELIVERIES
from$25
Call for details
VISIT OUR
CARD & QIFT
SHOP
1875 Black Rock Tpke
FAIRFIELD
Off Katona Drive, behind
Newmark & Lewis
FAIRFIELD

AT&T
The right choice.
\VX\\\V-/>>.VXVAVA% ■

NORWALK

367-1876

852-1876

NEW HAVEN

STAMFORD

787-1876

967-9090
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Aids & Injustice
In the February 4 edition of the Mirror, a letter was printed
entitled *RA Responsibility Stifled", where Nazaro J. Propati
expressed his feelings about not being able to educate his
floor members on the dangers of AIDS, due to the "bureaucracy of the Catholic church and this university." In
short, he and the RA staff have been forbidden by the administration to show a film about AIDS in the residence halls.
As a reply this week, George E. Lang, of the Department
of Mathematics, stressed his support for Mr. Propati's cause,
along with his concern for students' rights as a whole.
The main issue here is perplexing . Of course, being
unable to express what we believe is right, and being stifled
by "authority", is a problem of justice that has been with us
throughout our lifetime, and will continue with us as we enter
the" real world". However, Is this the real problem, or is it the
fact that students are not getting fully educated on a
serious, life-inflicting disease that has become a part of
everyone's life?
Justice is one thing; life and death is another.
As young people of the next generation, we should be
aware of every precaution available, (be it abstinence or
condoms). And, more Importantly, as the movers and
shakers of the next era, being educated about the subject
Is vital, especially if each and every one of us has the ability
to make a contribution to the problem, and perhaps cure it.
We are all enrolled at a Liberal Arts College , where
classes are designed specifically for the Idea of independent thinking as a source for fresh, new ideas. How will we be
able to think in these creative terms if our own livelihoods are
in danger because of lack of knowledege? Granted, many
students know of the precautions that are available, but
information, presented thematically and carefully is an
obvious and integral part of any college curriculum. By
being denied this chance, our freedom is being stifled, and
our lives are being put into danger.

AIDS campaign supported
To the Editor:
Mr. Propati's letter in the
February 4 Mirror described a
most unfortunate incident. While
I do not know which film on
AIDS you wished to screen, the
showing of a reasonable work
describing the disease and its
prevention seem well within your
rights.
In 1967, five major
academic organizations (American Association of University
Professors, U.S. National Student
Association, Association of
American Colleges, National
Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, and National
Association of Women Deans
and Counselors) drafted a Joint
Statement on Rights and Freedom of Students. It clearly
defines students as members of
the academic community who
should engage in a sustained and
independent search for truth. I
have no difficulty applying their
statement that "institutional
control of campus facilities
should not be used as a device of
censorship" to films as well as
guest speakers (the context in
which it was made). The joint

I supposed that eventually
the Mirror would discuss AIDS
(see 2/4/88). But why? I can't
see how a college student needs a
film to learn about AIDS; does
no one read on our campus?
I do not know the case at
hand, but I do know Roman
Catholic theology as a way of
life, and I teach it to seminarians.
The author concluded the
article on AIDS education: "If
we have misconceptions and
false ideas about AIDS we have
only our good Catholic upbringing to blame." I see no meaning
here. It is more true to say that
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statement was endorsed by each
of the five national organizations
and a number of other professional bodies.
Like all members of our
academic community, students
have responsibilities to exercise
their academic freedom. For
example, you would be obliged
to make it clear that the views in
the film and the showing of it
does not imply an endorsement
or approval of the institution you are exercising your freedom
of inquiry and expression.
In addition to my abstract
support of your rights, which you
would have if you wanted to
invite Cardinal O'Connor of
Cardinal Law to speak on
homosexuality, you have my
support in this issue. There are
many ethical, psychological,'
social, and health arguments for
and against sexual activity. Once
the decision to have sex has been
made, there are few arguments
against protecting your and your
partner's health. There is data
that college students are often
sexually active without taking
precautions against AIDS. I
hope you are wrong that not
many people know how to

protect themselves, but I haven't
seen the word "condom" in the
Mirror yet.
I am, by copy of this
letter, asking the Faculty's
Student Life Committee to
support your efforts.
George E. Lang
Dept. of Mathematics &
Comp. Sci.

Editor's NoteActually, the word "condom" has appeared before in the
Mirror, most noticeably in our November 12 edition. In this issue,
not only was the decision of the
University ofBridgeport's student
newspaper to include condoms in
their October! issue discussed, as
was stated on our front page, but
the editorial for that week was also
concerned with AIDS. Specifically
mentioned in the editorial was the
need to increase student awareness of a problem that many consider to be a distant evil, stressing
the fact that "precautions must
always be taken" because "we
must be careful," even on our
campus.

Free Inquiry Advocated
To The Editor:
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practicing a good Catholic
upbringing would remove all the
problems of AIDS.
I do not know what local
"bureaucracy" decided what; but
I do know that a college which
advertises itself as a Catholic
college has more obligations than
to conduct "free inquiry." Christ
taught with authority. Anyone
can conduct a free inquiry at
home at less expense.
Perhaps we should study
Allan Bloom: he says that higher
education has developed a "lack
of intellectual discipline that
results from a sense of selfsufficiency. Reason has become
a prejudice for us" (253).

Snow Day Decisions unfair
To the Editor:
Due to the overwhelming
number of complaints during the
past week, we felt the need to
address the issue of snow days.
As commuters, we feel that the
university does not give enough
consideration to us when making
the decision whether or not to
hold classes.
There are hundreds of
people who must drive to campus
every day, including faculty and
staff. As commuters, it has
always been emphasized to us
that we are just as much a part of
this school community as the
resident students. However, we
feel as if the school is overlooking us when they hold classes on
stormy winter mornings.
We are not unrealistic.
We do not expect the university
to cancel classes at the sight of
every snowflake. However,
when the roads are covered with
snow and ice, and travelling

conditions are hazardous, we
would appreciate not having to
risk our lives getting here. This
becomes especially annoying
when we do get here and the
professors were unable to arrive
for class due to weather conditions.
In closing, we would like
to mention that last Thursday, a
student was involved in an
accident while driving to campus
in the snow we were getting that
morning. We do not see a reason
why we should have to subject
ourselves to situations like this in
order to get to classes. We ask
the university to review its
policies on school delays and
cancellations.
The Commuter Club
Officers,
Pamela Revak, President
Sharon Walko, Vice
President
Kim Politch, Secretary
Raymond Cardosi,
Treasurer

Applied here, this statement
means that we ignore God's
wants.
God's law does not depend
on what people want to do;
Christ invited us to share his crucifixion. That scares us all. Yet
that is where the joy of Christianity really lies, not in
Hollywood's morals.
Studying the principles of
God's law takes five hours a
week for two semesters in senior
college; then a student is ready
for "free inquiry," maybe.
Arthur R. Kiel, Jr.
Professor of English

Grafitti
Gripes
To The Editor:
As residents of Loyola, we
would like to extend our thanks
to the individual(s) who really
left their "mark" in our dorm this
past Friday night.
We awoke to subway train
graffitti all over the stairwells
and fire doors which had just
been painted last week. The
bright blue, thick indelible magic
marker ink really looks nice on
the white walls. We have to hand
it to you: practically no door
(even the elevator) was left
unmarred.
Our wallets thank you also
for this vandalism, as we will be
paying for it as part of our dorm
damage. We hope it was worth
the aggravation you caused.

Nancy Norelli '90
Matt Gardner '90

Commentary
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The Death Penalty: A Useless Deterrent
for Crime
Michael Sabados
In 1987, thousands of
people throughout Italy
rallied to appeal for
clemency for a fifteen year old
facing execution. Paula Cooper,
convicted of murder and currently waiting on Indiana's Death
Row, was the subject of the
Italian rallies. Ms. Cooper was
sentenced to death under a statute
that provided for the execution of
all "adults" above the age often
convicted of murder. Embarrassed by the recent attention, the
Indiana Legislature has raised the
minimum age of execution to
sixteen. Americans believe that
their nation is in the forefront of
the protection of human dignity
and rights. With genuine horror,
Americans read daily the news of
torture, the discovery of clandestine mass graves, and widespread
"disappearances" in the "less
developed" nations. Private
citizens as well as human right's
organizations such as Amnesty
International, often appeal to the
governments of these nations to
raise their conduct to respect a
higher standard of human
dignity. However, Americans
often become indignant when the
people of other nations accuse
the United States of human rights
violations. If a human rights
violation is taken to mean the
transgression of the sanctity of
human life, surely the death
penalty must qualify. Article
Five of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights calls for
the cessation of "....cruel,
inhuman, or degrading punishment"—a phrase which ironically echoes Article Eight of the
U.S. Bill of Rights. The dispensing or the death penalty is a
custom the United States shares
with such countries as Iran, Iraq,
and Pakistan; but no other first
world Judeo-Christian nation.
Studies conducted by the
United Nations along with a
study reviewed by the Supreme
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Court of the United States, have
shown that the death penalty fails
as a deterrent to violent crime.
Further research reveals that the
cost to the state in taking away a
person's life far outweighs that
of maintaining a prisoner for life.
Amnesty International believes
that the death penalty does not
serve as a deterrent or a means of
saving money, but rather as a
symbol to assure the electorate
that politicians are taking action
against violent crime. The
increase in violent crime instills a
sense of vulnerability and creates
a desire for strong solutions. The
arguments for the death penalty,
in their superficial rationality,
allow this punishment to be
viewed as a political expedient.
Those who have been sentenced
to death are generally not figures
who gain public support. In
addition, a disproportionate
number of these are members of
racial and economic groups
outside the American mainstream. The Texas judicial
system sentenced to death three
of every four people convicted of
murder who had been represented by court-appointed
lawyers; this is in opposition to
one in three who had private
attorneys. Sixty-two percent of
those on death row were unskilled laborers, sixty percent of
whom were unemployed at the
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time of the crime. Minorities
who are convicted of murder are
much more likely to be sentenced
to death. Once convicted,
minorities, the poor, and the
mentally ill, (society's marginal
groups), merit little, if any,
public concern.
Whether the death penalty
could be administered more
efficiently and less discriminatorily is irrelevant. The essential
issue is the sanctity of all human
life. Amnesty International does
not sanction the acts of criminals
and believes that those convicted
after a fair trial should be justly
punished. Should the state,
however, be given the authority
to determine when the right to
life can be violated? If a citizen
must respect human life, so too
must the government; otherwise
it would negate its own laws and
the principles of human dignity
upon which it is founded. As
Coretta Scott King said, "Justice
is never advanced by the taking
of human life. Morality is never
upheld by legalized murder."
On February 22, at 7:00
p.m. in the Nursing Building,
Room 124, Amnesty International is sponsoring a discussion
on the death penalty. Both sides
of the issue will be presented and
we invite you to attend and challenge your viewpoint.

NIGHTMARE m
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Palestine-a Crisis
Conscience
Kimberly Genova
For 40 years Israel has not
only been a country but
also an idea, a symbol of
moral strength and a testament to
the righting of wrongs inflicted
upon the Jewish people. It is
perhaps for this very reason that
Israel has found itself subjected
to moral censure from some of
its strongest foreign supporters.
The reason: a continuing military
crackdown against a two-month
old Palistinian uprising in the
occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip.
The strongest sense of
consternation has been found in
the U.S., where financial and
political support from the Jewish
community is vital to Israel's
survival. Many American Jewish
leaders were openly critical of
the army crackdown, and U.S.
opinion which is normally
supportive of the Israeli policy,
has begun to diverge from this
pattern. American Jewish leaders
who are normally reluctant to
criticize Israel's government
policy in times of crisis, have
recently issued a multitude of
condemnations. Reform Rabbi
Alexander Schindler, President
of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations, sent a
letter to Israeli President Chaim
Herzog, describing the beatings
as an "offense to the Jewish spirit
that violates every principle of
human decency and betrays the
Zionist dream." Balfour Brickner, senior rabbi of Manhattan's
Stephen Wise Free Synagogue,
said, "When the Israelis become
like their enemy, they are no
different from their enemy."
As always, American
Jewish leaders are committed to
walking a fine line between
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criticizing specific Israeli
policies while continuing to
support the Jewish state. Rabbi
Schindler has been quoted as
saying: "While we may be
critical, anything we say is also
bound to be used by Israel's
enemies. We are reluctant to
give them ammunition. It is a
conflict within each Jew."
The consternation of U.S.
Jewish leaders was also shared
by individual American Jews.
Woody Allen, in a mocking
article published in the New
York Times, said: "I mean,
fellas, are you kidding? Beatings
of people by soldiers to make
examples of them? Breaking the
hands of men and women so they
can't throw stones?"
Israeli officials have
reacted with indignation to
criticism from abroad. Nothing
has irked the government more
than the analogy between Israel's
security policy and that of South
Africa. Both governments
exercise military control over
subject populations and both use
these populations as sources of
cheap labor. Both refuse to deal
directly with the de facto
political leaders of the subjugated groups, the P.L.O. and the
African National Congress. And,
both have used lethal force to
subdue uprisings born of
hopelessness and frustration.
The Israelis, however,
denounce the analogy as the
product of an anti-Semetic
propaganda campaign. They
argue that, unlike South Africa,
Israel does not discriminate
racially, that Arabs within Israel
enjoy the same rights as Jews,
that Israeli troops have shown far
greater restraint than the Afrikaners in quelling unrest. "I mean,
fellas, are you kidding?"
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Arts & Entertainment
Skyscraper: A Towering Effort

Jim Sheridan
Staff Writer
Well, they're back, and
with a vengeance. For Skyscraper,
the David Lee Roth band has toned
down the over-the-top, cram-itall-in style which dominated Eat
'em and Smile. Hey, Dave doesn't
even appear in tights in this one.
The concentration is on the music;
there are no cover tunes or fillers
on the album, and much more use
is made of the studio. Keyboards
are much more prominent, and
clutter is avoided. As a result, Skyscraper is consistently satisfying.
The band is the same as on
the last album; the ever-incredible
Steve Vai works wonders on every
song, with his moving rhythms,
soaring leads, and interesting,
complex harmonic touches. Bill
Sheehan, now departed from the
band, sits back on bass a bit more
than usual to let rhythms flow, but
stands out with hsi high-pitched
background vocals on nearly every track. Drummer Greg Bissonette balances rock-hard drum beats
with some tasty flash drum fills.
His brother Matt replaces Sheehan
on bass ths tour, his name appears
as one of the co-writers of the song
"Knucklebones." And a name
unheard of in the music press but
vital to this album is Brett Tuggle,
who plays keyboards. He and Vai
share songwriting duties with Ron
throughout the album.
Side one opens with
"Knucklebones," a hard-riffing
rocker a la "Panama;" with some
popping bass and a ripping guitar
solo from Steve Vai. This is fol-

lowed by "Just Like Paradise,"
featuring a salutory guitar opening
that leads into a solid commercial
rocker. This is a logical extension
of and improvement on "Goin'
Crazy", but is hardly representative of the album. Roth and Sheehan match vocals nicely on the a
capella ending. "The Bottom
Line" is next, with furious drumming locked into the tough bass
line. This features some crazy
spiralling and melodic doubletracked soloing from Vai, as well
as the mid-song screams and
laughter reminiscent of the old
Van Halen. The lyrics, however,
are a bit more somber than the
usual Roth party lines: "You
wanna feel 100 prooof?/I got news
for you./ I've seen some folks fall/
And a couple fly/And some of
them just dies."
The title track begins with

ominous sound effects which lead
into the keyboard-oriented song.
This cut displays the studio skills of
Vai and engineer Magic Moreno,
with speaker-switching vocals and
solos, as well as echo treatment
and over-dubbing. The entire album reflects this proficiency, and
is recommended for compact disc
and headphone fans. The side
closes with "Damn Good," which
at 5:49 clocks in as the longest
song. This mellow number reflects the passage of time and of
"damn good" times; past, present,
and future. The message to the
Van Halen boys is obvious, and
touching: "Hey, take a look at this
picture./Can you beleieve that was
you?/ And who's that standing
there?/ Not me!/ Ahh, the crazy
things we used to do./ Sure we was
acting like a couple of kids./Good
to remember./You know that it is."

Vai's smooth, intricate picking
accentuates the nostalgic feel
evoked by the song, one of Roth's
best.
Side two opens fire immediately with the guitar salvo of
"Hot Dog and a Shake," as much a
race as it is a song, with Roth and
Sheehan matching high-speed
vocals. Vai's solo keeps the pace,
alternating sustained single note
screams with faster than light
scles. "Stand Up" begins with
Sheehan's funk bass line, soon
joined by Roth's low crooning
vocals and Tuggle's programmed
horn sound. The song is catchy
and anthenic, with the studio
voices at the end sounding much
like some of the weirdness of Steve
Vai's solo album Rex-able.
"Hina," the next song, is
possibly the album's best, with a
riff so right and imagery so vivid

EARN
UP TO
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that it should have been the first
single. "Perfect Timin" comes
next, with more melodic hard-rock
and Vai's refreshing guitar sound.
On this one he even imitates a telephone. The lyrics reflect some
ambiguity; "We've got perfect
timing/I'm thinking/ This is the
right time/1 'm hoping you feel the
same/ 'Cause the light at the end of
the the tunnel/ Is the front of an
oncoming train."
The album
closer is the humorous 'Two Fools
A Minute," an excellent good-time
song propelled by Vai's blues-influenced struming and horn arrangements. Dave swamps vocals
with the whole band, even Magic
Moreno gets his voice in there.
The end of the song is a delight,
with Vai, Sheehan, and the horn
section taking solos over Roth's
crazy patter. "Hey. I gotta be
home before the end of the record." A must for anyone who
enjoyed similar touches on "Unchained" and "Everybody Wants
Some."
Conclusion: it is good to
see Roth give the glam less attention and put out such a well-crafted
album. Steve Vai certainly wins
MVP, opening up new horizons on
the guitar. There's even a lyric
sheet, s first for Roth, and while his
songwriting won't make Dylan
lose any sleep, Bob never had this
much fun. Skyscraper shows the
maturation of the Roth band, and it
pays off. Though more subtle than
any of his previous efforts, it still
rocks out, and is not for the faint ol
heart. Dave puts it best: 'The
meek shall inherit sh-t." Put this
one on your must-buy list.

AN
HOUR

PACKAGE
HANDLERS

(Up to 70 lbs.)

UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility/190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

United Parcel Service

V

\

An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Lydian and Brodsky Quartets to Perform
(PR) — Chamber music
lovers wil get a double dose of
clasical elegance when the world
renowned Lydian and the Britishbased Brodsky string quartets perform together at Fairfield University, Feb. 19, at 8pm, in the Campus Center Oak Room. The concert is part of the Evenings of
Music series and will include
works by Charles Ives, Benjamin
Britten and Feliz Mendelsshon.
The pairing of the two ensembles on the same program,
says Chris Sinagulia, Director of
Special Events for Fairfield, offers
a unique concert experience. "It is
a rare opportunity for the audience
to compare the sounds and techniques of the individual quartets,
followed by their combined performnces of the Mendelsshon
Octet which is considered one of
the most beautiful pieces in classical music literature."
In their short tenure as
string quartets, both the Lydian
and Brodsky have excelled in several prestigious clasical music
competitions. The Lydian received its first internatonal recognition at the 1982 Evian String
Quartet competition in France,
where they were awarded the first
prize for the performance of a
French work, and the Second
Grand Prize.
In 1983, the ensemble won
the special prize for a commissioned work at the Banff International String Quartet Competition.
They went on to capture the prestigious Naumburg Chamber Music Award in 1°84. followed by an

tinctively accomplished string
ensembles worldwide. In 1983,
the ensemble won first prize at the
European Broadcasting Union
Quartet Competition. Since that
time, the group has appeared in the
leading chamber music series and
in conceit halls in Britain, including Wigmore Hall, where they
have acquired a vast and dedicated
following.
The Brodsky is also in
resdience at Sutton Place,
Guilford, a 15th century manor
house formerly owned by Paul
Getty, there the quartet made its
first recording of the Elgar and
Delius Quarters, which received
widespread critical acclaim, including a Gramophone "Critics
Choice" citation.
Acclaimed for their "spiritual intimacy", the Brodsky combines the talents of violinists Michael Thomas Ian Belton, violist
Paul Cassiday, and cellist Jacqueline Thomas. The group has
toured extensively throughout
Europe and in the West Indies.
Their spring concert tour, which
includes Fairfield University, will
mark the Quartet's U.S. debut.
In the first half of the
evening' s program the Lydian will
play Charles Ives' 2nd String
Quartet followed by the Brodsky,
who will perform Benjamin
Britten's 2nd String Quartet. The
quartet's will close the program
together with a performance of
Felix Mendelssohn's Octet.

exhilarating debut at Alice Tully
Hall. Words of one spellbound
critic, "They are an ensemble that
is seamless, flexible, and
varied...their possibilities seem to
stretch to far horizons."
The group, consisting of
violinists Daniel Stepner and Judith Eissenberg; violist, Mary
Ruth Ray; and violoncellist,
Rhonda Rider, was named the first
string quartet-in-residence at
Brandeis University. In addition
to concert performances throughout Europe and the United States,
the ensemble has appeared at various music festivals including the
Monadnock Music Festival in
New Hampshire, the Tidewater
Festival in Maryland, and the
Aspen Music Festival in Colorado.
In 1984, the Lydian represented
the U.S. in the music festivities at
the Summer Olympics in Los
Angeles.
The Brodsky and Lydian
Quartets became fervent admirers
of one another's work after each
performed for a music festival in
Banff, Canada, in 1983. They
have since kept in touch as friends,
never dreaming they would one
day perform together.
"The
Brodsky was the first string quartet
we thought of when this opportunity came about," commented
Lydian violoncellist Rider. "I
think we both have something
special to offer our audience, it's
going to be a great thrill performing together."
* As the first string quartet in
residence at Cambridge University, the Brodsky has acquired a
reputation as one of the most dis-

The appearance by the
Lydian String Quartet is funded by
the Endowment for the Arts.
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Wonderous Stories
Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Get ready Long Island dwellers....In case you haven't heard,
Tiffany will be appearing at the Westbury Music Fair....Date is April
29...Seems the California flash has gone from shopping malls to
concert halls....Interesting news concerning Clint Eastwood...Mr.
Stoneface will not seek re-election for mayor of Carmel, CA.. .Instead,
he reportedly wants to spend more time with his family and continue
to concentrate on movies..Next project on the way?....How 'bout a
fifth enstallment of the Dirty Harry series.. .Filming has already started
this week....Hear about that Monsters of Rock scam coming this
summer? Such is a stadium-designed tour featuring Dokken, The
Scorpions, Metallica, and some band called Van Halen....My question is: why would a band like Van Halen agree to this?.. .First off, they
could sell out stadiums by themselves.. .Secondly, why take the risk
of being embarrassed by a bands with popularity rising (Dokken), a
three year lay-off with something to prove (Scorpions) and a highly
devoted speed metal following (Metallica)....Stay tuned folks....Big
time video release for March 9 happens to be Beverly Hills Cop
II
Goody....Also on the way is The Garbage Pails Kids
Movie....You've bought the candy, now rent the film...That one has
guilty pleasure written all over it...Made apromise to myself to watch
classic movies in 1988....Thus far, I've seen stuff like On the
Waterfront, Casablanca, Citizen Kane etc....In case you might feel
apprehensive about such "dated" films, don't be They're better
than the crapola like Police Academy ....Greg Germain has a birthday
sometime this month....Thanks in the past few weeks to Mark H., Mac,
Ed Hines, Brian Dunleavy, Rob Saracino (VOFMetal Edge Wed. 1012 A.M.), and last and least, typically turgid Tom Keller.. .In his movie
list, trite Tom did not listThe Princess Bride in his top listings...Not
seeing it is no excuse Doesn't the new studio MTV is utilizing look
cheap? Lasdy, the every once in a while plea to those interested: we
need an Arts and Entertainment Editor for next year....Anybody who
wants it, can have it... That simple....Have some compassion, don't
make me beg Tempus Fugit
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18 WEST

i
Wed. — "College Nite"

Any Person With No Sense ofHumoL
Anyone With a Weak Kidney...

Thurs. —
"Male Review Nite"

i

WE CAN

• $1.00 Domestic Beer 8-10:30 p.m.
• Free Admission with College I.D.
• Great Music and Dancing

TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW
1NTED!

MM

• Ladies come and see New York's #1 Tour Group
Bob Wallace and the NY. Strip Connection
• $1.50 Drinks 8-10:30 p.m.
• Reservations Recommended 322-0074

'*&]

We Will Pay $25.00in Cash, Plus a "Make Me Laugh"
T-ShirtifYouCan Sun/ive as a Contestant on Our Show!!
Those That Do lllot Sun/ive WillAlso Receive a
"Makp MP launh" T-%irt Contestants will be selected by a random
ividKeivieLdugn i omri. ^g^^p^^

18 WEST
"WE R0[K THE HOUSE"

»a*L*i —

454-0720 Rt 1, Westport (next to the Westport
Playhouse)
mmummmm

**«.!,
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J
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SIGN UP NOW!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20

8 pm, Oak Room
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LA Here We
Come

CAMPUS GROUPS!
Looking for an original

FUNDRAISER?

•

•

•

Have your Design printed on:

• T-Shirts • Sweats • Hats
• Painter's Caps • Buttons
• Just About Anything You Can Imagine

STAND
BY ME

Professionally made by ...

(bcWNd NcWMARk ANd LEW*) • "»

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE
ON ATLANTIC RECORDS AND CASSETTES.

HIGH QUALITY • EXCELLENT PRICES • RELIABLE SERVICE

R"1

For more Info, Please Contact
Your Campus representataive:

< I'tHT. 1HE HODY. INC.
AM) RKilllS RF.SF.HVF.I)

Q

eiwciiuiiiiiri Cru«|lKI)llll»lMI»C *i&mm*'tm
Ml moHiinimiD "«!»!»•

MIKE McPADDEN
Box 1942
372-2288

Dinner Theatre, Tuesday, Feb. 23, Oak Room
$4 with meal tix; $6 w/o; FREE with Semester Pass

PART TIME
AD CHANGER

The Chemistry of 9
Great-Tasting Pizza.

Four Days Per Month —
30 to 40 Hours Available
National In-Store Marketing
Company needs people to
replace advertising material on
shopping carts in local area.
Car helpful, but not necessary.

CC + r + c + IOTP i
DOMINO'S PIZZA9

Please call

914-428-6102

(Custom-Made Crust + Rich Tomato Sauce + 100% Real
Cheese + Your Choice of Ten Toppings-Add Heat Produces the Great Taste of Domino's Pizza.)

for more information

STUDENTS
jy
e. /r(j/

Work during
semester break.

Temporary Service?
386-1782
36 Stonybrook Rd. Strtd

No one can cook up a pizza like Domino's
Pizza. We use only the finest, freshest ingredients in
every custom-made pizza. And we guarantee you'll
love the taste. If not, we'll bring you another pizza or
full refund. We also guarantee to deliver your hot,
delicious pizza in 30 minutes or less. If we're late,
you get $3.00 off your order.
So what are you waiting for. Call Domino's Pizza
today!

Call us.

Fairfield

255-8823
1580 Post Rd.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"

10-minute carry-out service
guaranteed, or you get $3.00
off your order.

KrvVJffi *■'•& T i m
H l-'li
W r L^-MH
HTH/JBTWI

cheese
pizzas for
only $8.88!

Pay a little more for extra
toppings and make this
great deal even better. Your
pizzas will arrive hot and
fresh, because Domino's
Pizza Delivers® in less than
30 minutes.
Price may vary. Valid at
participating stores only.
Not good with any other
offer. Price includes tax.
Expires: 3/31/88
Fast, Free Delivery

•owe*
»ufHiMi)iiim

• La* T«c*Mci»»

EVERY Saturday Nite from 9pm - 1:30am at
Holy Cross R.C. Church Hall in Fairfield. CT

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
© 1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

$2.00
off

I

ALCOHOL &
DRUG FREE DANCES
Top 40 music by D.J. DanRa Productions & the
Amazing NONE FOR THE ROAD Light &
Slide Show !!!
>
Plenty of parking Good limes- No lines- Everyone gets In
ADDMISSIOiN
$6.00

Two 12"

1
1

' T»»,»

Present this coupon to
receive $2.00 off a large
two-item pizza.
Valid at participating
stores only. Not good
with any other offer.
Customer pays
applicable sales tax.
Expires: 3/31/88
Fast, Free Delivery

AGES
Late Teens - Forty

STUDENT'S
$5 With I.D.

THE

ROArj\
FREE - Cake, Coffee & Door Prizes
Soda.Juice.Perrier.Pop Corn& Hot Dogs on Sale
Directions to Holy Cross Church from the Mertitt
Parkway (North or South)
Take Merrill Parkwav to Black Rock Tumpike-(Rle. 58)
Exit 44 - (Hi-Ho Motel up on hill) Follow Black Rock
Turnpike South towards Fairfield for 1 mile to Tahmore
Road. • Look Tor Ihe HOLY CROSS" sign Turn Left
(east) on to Tahmore and follow for 1/2 mile past 3 slop
signs - Holy Cross is on your right at the end of the
road. Additional parking at the end of Tamore Road jusi
past church entrance.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR TO GET ON
OUR MAILING LIST CALL 203-348-8924

Sports/Classifieds
Classifieds

The Fairfield Mirror

For sale: new Royal Cavalier-1200. Portable, electric typewriter with lift-off correction tape.
Brand new. $70.00. 367-8409.
Wanted: student with typesetting and graphics experience to
lay out 8 page newsletter. Interested, contact Carole Brown, 2548117.
Wanted: responsible person with dynamic personality, interested in food and people, for
part-time positions at gourmet
take-out and bakery. Call 2543163.
Paid positions available in
technical and administrative departments. Flexible hours. All
majors considered. Please contact
Delia Smith, NYNEX Business
Centers (Stamford) 325-8400.
Experienced
attendant
needed for Fairfield University's
darkroom. Afternoon hours available. $4 an hour. Call Mrs. Steinmann at 268-8324 or 254-4000
ext. 2411.
La Moda Boutique in Fairfield is looking for a competent,
friendly student wityh a great personality to sell in store. Opportunity to gain valuable sales experience. Call 254-2112.
Pure Drive Productions is
lookinp for responsibles student to
join young company. Leani oflice

•
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MAAC
Facts

administration and Lotus computer skills. Work can be performed on campus in the Computer Center. Call 227-7571 anytime.

LaSalle
MAAC: 10-0
Pet.:
1.000
Overall: 17-9

Seeking handsome, selfassured men. Wimps need not
apply, must be 5'5" or taller.
(Candidates w/photos are considered first). Contact Box 1313 or
1250.

St. Peter's
MAAC: 8-2
Pet,:
0.800
Overall: 16-6

National College Marketing company seeks individual or
campus organization to market
well known credit cards right on
campus. Flexible hours, excellent
pay and full training. Call Ms.
Lorick at (800) 592-2121.

Fordham
MAAC: 6-4
Pet.:
0.600
Overall: 13-11

Holy Cross
MAAC: 6-4
Pet.:
0.600
Overall: 10-12

Announcement
(PR) - The Office of
Campus Ministry is sponsoring
a Women's Retreat which will
be held in Ridgefield, CT,
March 18 - 20, 1988. The retreat is open to all women students attending Fairfield Univ.
and will cost each student only
$25.00. If you have any questions regarding this retreat,
please contact either Beth
Palmer in Campus Ministry
(ext. 2767) orBernadetteTopel
in the Dept. of Religious Studies (ext. 2717). Space is limited, so please sign up as soon
as possible in the Office of
Campus Ministry.

lona
MAAC: 5-6
Pet.:
0.455
Overall: 11-11

Army
MAAC: 3-8
Pet.:
0.273
Overall: 8-15

Fairfield
MAAC: 3-8
Pet.:
0.273
Overall: 6-16

Steve Hagis goes for the ball over Craig Conlin of LaSalle. Tim
Legler (left) and Lionel Simmons (right) look on. Complete Article
on page 12.
Photo: Whitehouse

Manhattan
MAAC: 0-9
Pet.:
0.000
Overall: 6-18

FUSA takes you to
men's basketball
away games!!!

•

Saturday, Feb. 20

t Catch ih&llave!
httmct Z7R, Saturday- #7

At Fordham
Bus leaves Loyola at 1 p.m.
$7 Bus and Game

%m LOYOLA & WT&T
Drop off: UMIO*I Sa ?ARK

^*.

I

*Cu>B rA$ses iHCLuteb'. 0% •. t

Saturday, Feb. 27
At Manhattan
Bus leaves Loyola at 1:30
$8 Bus and Game

-

TICKETS
ON SALE
IN CC
LOBBY
Tuesday-Friday

Sponsored by FUSA Athletics
0
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LaSalle too much for Stags but not U.N.H.
Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
Fairfield Men's Basketball
Head Coach Mitch Buonaguro is
an honest man.
"We're just not there yet to
beat a team of this caliber."
The team Coach Buonaguro
refers to is the undefeated-in-conference, first place, LaSalle Explorers. The team that has been
ranked by many people who rank
stuff, as one of the top 40 college
basketball teams in the country.
The team that gave Notre Dame,
North Carolina, and number one
Temple some serious scares. The
team that boasts Lionel Simmons,
who Mitch calls, "by far, the best
player in the league."
Yet, this LaSalle team did not
extend its win streak to 8, with a
75-57 victory, without getting a
scare of their own. Five minutes
in, the Stags' defense had held
LaSalle to only two buckets and
Fairfield led 9-4. LaSalle captured
the lead on three quick hoops, but
the first half remained tight.
Tom Squeri hit a short jumper
and Marvin Walters landed a
three-pointer to open the second
half, cutting the LaSalle lead to 2926. Time out LaSalle, sit up fans,
we've still got a game here. The
Explorers came back out on the
floor and reeled off six straight for
their biggest lead yet, 35-26, setting up the key juncture of the
contest.
Troy Bradford hit a threepointer (his first of four) with
15:41 left, 35-29. On LaSalle's

next possession, Lionel Simmons
got pickpocketed out top by
Bradford. Troy went all the way
for a layup, 35-31; 15:18 left.
LaSalle answered by starting their
own fast break, but as Doug
Overton's layup from the left side
went in the air, so did Bradford.
Troy's high-flying rejection got
Speedy Morris and the LaSalle
bench screaming "goal tending"
and his Fairfield team mates
streaking on a fast-break which
could cut the lead to two. Yet,
instead of a two-point game and
2,800 screaming fans, Eddie Duncan got called for charging at the
end of the break.
Dodging a bullet seemed to
wake LaSalle up. Tim Legler bit a
seven-footer, got fouled, and finished off the three point play.
LaSalle's press off the made basket led to a Simmon's steal and
dunk with fourteen minutes left.
Richie Tarr, who has shaved off
his goatee to avaoid further Fairfield taunting, drilled an open
three-pointer. Freshman Doug
Overton, last year's Philadelphia
Player of the Year, scored on a feed
from Tarr and LaSalle was in
command for good, 45-31.
"We're not good at attacking
pressure. We had it cut to 35-31
but then had turnovers again. It's
the same pattern, it's frustrating,"
explained a disappointed but realistic Coach Buonaguro.
Bradford hit three, threepointers in a row to keep things
interesting, but the Stags never got
closer than ten.
"LaSalle is a very, very good
team, they've got a lot of weap-

ons," said Mitch.
The Stags finished with 17
turnovers to only 5 for LaSalle.
Mitch called the 17 miscues,"the
story of our season."
Troy had 22, Squeri 15 points
and 8 rebounds, and Walters 11
points and 10 borads.
LaSalle, who made all 13 of
its free throws got 20 from Simmons and a career high 18 from
Overton.
The loss put Fairfield at 3-8 in
the MAAC and tied with Army for
sixth place, or seventh, depending
on how you look at it. LaSalle, at
10-0, has a 2 game lead on an 8-2
St. Peter's.

On Monday night, the Stags
invaded the political hotbed of
America and raised their record to
7-16 with a 70-57 win over the
University of New Hampshire.
Seven minutes into the contest, U.N.H. up 10-5, Marvin
Walters hit a layup from the right
side which started a ten point Fairfield run.
Troy Bradford had 8 of the 10,
including two three-pointers from
the right side. The Stags would
never trail again nor pull comfortably enough away.
Troy provided all the offense
for the Stags (20 in the first half!)
but the New Hampshirites would
not go away and vote. With twoand-a-half minutes left, Fairfield
up by two, the Wildcats of U.N.H.
appeared to make two decisions.
"You're gonna have to prove it
from the line, and we're not send-

LaSalle now #1
"It was a setback, but it's
not the end of the world," was how
Fairfield coach Dianne Nolan
comforted herself and her Lady
Stags after last Saturday's loss in
the showdown for first place in the
MAAC. The two teams played nip
and tuck all the way, with six
points being the largest lead of the
game for either squad (held by
LaSalle twice). In the end, the
difference in the game was
LaSalle's three-point shooting and
clutch free throws in the final
minute by Cheryl Reeve.
LaSalle held a one point
halftime lead, as the first twenty
minutes proved to be a showcase
for two of the MAAC's Top Ten
scorers, Tasia Turkalo for the
Lady Stags and Reeve for the Lady
Explorers. At intermission, Turkalo had 12 points and Reeve 11.
After collapsing down on defense
in the second half, however, LaSalle held Turkalo to just three
points the rest of the way. As
Nolan put it, "they were really
overplaying Tasia. LaSalle played
some pretty good defense on us."
If this was the case, then the
same could be said for Fairfield's
"D", as neither team shot over 40%
from the floor in the game.
LaSalle's Kelly Greenberg hit all 3
of her 3-pointers, however, which
proved lethal to the Lady Stags. As
it turned out, the deciding factor
was Reeve at the charity stripe, a
position she must feel comfortable
in judging by her 3rd place standing in free throw percentage in the
MAAC at 85%. After a Lisa
Mikelic lay-up with 1:01 remain-

ing, Reeve was fouled by Dana
Pellegrino (11 pts, 4 assists) with
41 seconds to go, and she nailed
both. After a missed Reeve free
throw with 14 seconds left, Mikelic (14 pts, 10 rebounds) was
fouled, but she missed the front
end of a one-and-one. Trish Barrett (8 pts, 5 assists) got the rebound, but her follow-up attempt
fell short, and you-know-who
grabbed the missed shot. Reeve hit
both ends of the one-and-one with
eight seconds remaining, leaving
LaSalle alone on top in the MAAC
and handing the Lady Stags their
first loss at home this season.

Icing on the victory came in
the final moments.
Brantley
blocked the Wildcats' last shot (his
fifth!), the ball went to Troy and he
dunked at the other end just seconds before the buzzer. It made the
final 70-57, and gave Troy 30 for
the night. Bradford also had 8
rebounds. Ed Duncan followed up
a sub-par LaSalle performance
with 13 points and 8 rebounds.
Brantley scored 11 points, grabbed
9 rebounds, (5 off the offensive
glass), blocked 5 shots, but shot 3
for 13 from the foul line.

Fairfield 70 U.N.H. 57

Lady Hoopsters drop out of first
Ken Jordan
Assistant Sports Editor

ing Troy there, he's scored
enough."
Marvin Walters hit both ends
of a big one-and-one, Stags up 6157. After a U.N.H. miss, Harold
Brantley got fouled. Pretty good
strategy considering Harold had
already missed 9 free throws.
Harold made 1 of 2, and Fairfield
led 62-57, with 1:16 left. Stag "D"
again thwarted U.N.H. and Walters again was given a one-and-one
opportunity with :40 left. He made
both and Fairfield could breathe
easy, 64-57.

The LaSalle's victory left
them at 19-3 overall, 7-1 in the
MAAC, while Fairfield dropped to
13-7, 6-2.
Lady Lines: Mikelic was
named Rookie of the Week in the
MAAC for the-third time this
season...she is currently 8th in
scoring (13.7), 4th in rebounding
(7.1), and 3rd in steals (2.4) in the
MAAC.In MAAC play, freshman
Tricia Sacca is first in rebounding
at 8.1 r.p.g....
Fairfield continues MAAC
play at Fordham on Saturday at
noon.

Tasia Turkalo goes strong to the goal against LaSalle as Trish Sacca
looks on.
Photo: Whitehouse

Marvin Walters gets up agaist LaSalle as Steve Hagis looks on.
Photo: Whitehouse

Gareth Charter
Sports Editor

Stag Tracks
The Stags victory at U.N.H. on Monday night was their first
victory outside the state of Connecticut this year...whichmeans
the last one was the MAAC championship last year in the
Meadowlands...Troy Bradford had his fifth game with 30 or
more points when he broke away for a dunk in the closing
seconds against New Hampshire...that gave him 30...he now
has 527 on the season and a legitimate shot at breaking Tony
George's single season Fairfield scoring record of 630 points in
the '85-'86 season...four games remain plus at least one MAAC
tournament game...should add some interest to the rest of the
season...the Stags take on Big East rival UCONN tonight at the
New Haven Coliseum...in the past few years this has been a real
good game...UCONN won last year, 54-51 ...Troy was Fairfield
high scorer with 14...this will, reportedly, be the last contest
between the two Connecticut glamour teams for a few years, so
don't miss it....Saturday afternoon at 2:30, the Stags invade
Fordham...We are presently tied with Army for sixth place in
the MAAC and Fordham and Holy Cross are tied for third.. .This
means we could end up at Fordham for the first round of the
MAAC Tournament...About the upcoming tourney on March
2, Mitch says...."I would hate to play this team (LaSalle) in the
Palestra. I'd prefer Holy Cross or Fordham"...Cheers to FUSA
for getting a fan bus to this game on Saturday....The men's and
women's swimming teams had their MAAC Tournament this
past weekend...The women will swim at the New Englands and
the men will don their trunks for the first time at the Metropolitan Championships...look for the details next week..The Lady
Stags loss to LaSalle last Saturday could be the final spark of
incentive needed in preperation for the MAAC
Tournament...Philadelphia 76ers new coach Jim Lynam, reportedly, coached here at Fairfield for a couple of years in the
sixties...look for Hubie Brown to take the job in Philly...Winter
got you down....I don't know how it could, considering it rains
here while it snows everywhere else...but if it does, just
think...Baseball spring training begins this week.

